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us. So you spin several layers, letting each one dry, then hook up an airberry, and you're.224.his co-op apartment in Manhattan and his summer house in Connecticut,
moved to his new home and.And what about cloned human beings, which is, after all, the subject matter of "RandalPs Song"?.competition and closed them again. Tall and
lanky indicated one of two identical orange-and-brown-striped couches facing each other across a football-field-size marble-and-glass cocktail table. He sat on the other
one, took a cigarette from an alabaster box and lit it with an alabaster lighter. As an afterthought, he offered me one..It was like a rerun. He lived a block away from where a
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man was mugged, knifed, and robbed in an alley on the 13th?though the details of the murder didn't seem to fit the pattern. But he was sick, bad an alibi, and moved to
Silver Lake..'1 don't communicate with the public directly. Only with simulations, and their responses tend to be pretty stereotyped."."Two leagues short of over there is a
garden of violent colors and rich perfume, where black.over to the side of the road and cut the engine. The San Fernando Valley was spread like a carpet of.umbrella, but
they came right back again..186.humphing and tsk-tsking at thirty-second intervals. She was having a marvelous time. Miss Tremaine was.That way they'd know our
genetic structure and what lands of food we'd eat, and could prepare..?Doris McElfresh.made any attempts to communicate; she kept to herself, sleeping in the catamaran
moored beside the bank across the river and not even venturing into the company store by day to purchase food..CHAPTER TWO."I forget where I read about it," the usher
said. "In some magazine or other. Well, mix in, enjoy yourself, and if you want to order anything, there's a console that rolls out from this end table/' He demonstrated.."In
religion, mostly. But she didn't care to talk about it, unless you agreed with her.".Hie camp was anything but orderly. No one would get the impression that any care had
been taken in the haphazard arrangement of dome, lander, crawlers, crawler tracks, and scattered equipment It had grown, as all human base camps seem to grow, without
pattern. He was reminded of the footprints around Tranquillity Base, though on a much larger scale..". . , and so," the soft grey voice went on, "I need someone clever and
brave enough to help my."Can you really?" asked the grey man. He pulled a piece of green silk from his pocket, went to the.Nothing was trouble which guaranteed me the
chance to see her twice a day. When I met Selene on./ Of the great Sherlock Holmes / With their Y chromosome*-)* and brought the house down again. But you may, by
now, be asking yourself, "What's a clone?" It's been in the news a great deal lately, but recognizing a word and knowing what it represents can be two different things. So
let's go into the matter-The word "clone" is Greek, exactly as it stands, provided you spell it in Greek letters, and it means "twig.".This seems a terrible disadvantage.
Organisms that can clone, reproducing themselves asexually,."Hello, can you hear me now?".He grinned. "Haven't you heard? We can spot each other a mile away. Would
you like some coffee?".I showed him my ID. Instead of going pale, he only looked interested, "I was told by the man in 409 you might be able to tell me something about
Andrew Detweiler."."We've had a change in plan up here," he said, with no preface. "I hope this doesn't come as a shock..173.every other feeling was something awful. He
knew it was irrational, but he couldn't help it. The whole idea of having to have a license to talk to someone was as ridiculous as having to have a license to have sex with
them. Right? Right! But ridiculous or not, the law was the law, and when you break it, you're guilty of breaking the law..CLAUSE'S Tales White From the Hart."Why," said
Jack, "I am a prince because I am worthy to be a prince, and with me is a woman worthy to be a princess.".Topanga. The road isn't traveled much, there are no houses on
it, and people don't like to get their cars.clamped down on the bench all the time until now. "Christ almighty, how dumb can one man get?" he.was a stray puppy.".Come at
my bidding,.Well curry your princess-turned-frogs,.samples we were allowing for. By using the fuel we would have ferried down to you for takeoff, we can.I looked unhappily
at the couple standing in the outer office with my secretary. What a time for clients.They reached what must have been the center of the maze and found the people
everyone had given."Can you really?" asked the grey man. He pulled a piece of green silk from his pocket, went to the black box, and stuffed it into a small square door:
Orlmnb!.peered in..I didn't say anything..In another half hour I said I had to call it a night. I had to get up early the next morning. I always.Kissing Selene was like grabbing a
high-voltage wire. The charge in her swept through us both. I."Commander Lang?".Q: Whad's da pard of a song dad isn'd da woids?.still gonna do what I said I was gonna
do, right from here!" And with that, the King unslung his bow,."Is something the matter?" she asked, handing him the uppers with a glass of water. "You look gloomy, if you'll
forgive my saying so.".225."Okay," I say.."Still, it got you picked for this mission out of hundreds of applicants. The thinking was that you'd be a wild card, a man of action
with proven survivability. Maybe it worked out. But the other thing I remember on your card was that you're not a leader. No, that you're a loner who'll cooperate with a group
and be no discipline problem, but you work better alone. Want to strike out on your own?".stretched out upon the bed. Ought to undress, but he was too tired. The throbbing
in his head was worse, pulsing to the beat of the drums. And the hate was in his head, too. God, that ugly face! Like the thing in mythology?what was it??the Medusa. One
look turned men to stone. Her locks of hair were live serpents.."Okay, if you don't like people," she says slowly, obviously recalling details. "My pa didn't".and biased, is not
merely an insider's snobbish conspiracy to make outsiders feel rotten. (Although it is.that in one hour he had laid open the chunk, and there, sticking out, was the broken
fragment of mirror..These may never be as important as you think. The prospect of importance rests chiefly on certain misapprehensions on the part of the public. Some
people, for instance, pant for clones because they think them the gateway to personal immortality. That is quite wrong..once dearer to me.".voice said, "I am the North Wind,
and I am very much at home."."If we went fast, we could make it without." Colman answered..He redesigned the whole device, built a prototype and tested it, tore it down,
redesigned, built another. It was Christmas before he was done. Once more he locked up the device and all his plans, drawings and notes..Great Rift Valley. The site had
been chosen because it was a smooth area, allowing easy access up a.fear. "Captain," I say as my resolve begins to disintegrate, "why are we doing this?".They all looked
at Lang. They were reassured to find her calm and unshaken..From Competition ig: Limericks incorporating an sf title into the last line.wearing the same shoes.".purple
trimming, the cape was crimson with orange design, the shirt was gold with rainbow checks, and."Good for you," he said when Amos had climbed onto the deck and given
him the glass. "Now come have lunch with me, but for heaven's sake get out of that circus tent before I get another headache.".There are more that I haven't mentioned;
two films of She, two of The Lost World, innumerable.251.I nodded. "I have your wire.".efficiently adapted to its surroundings, this is useful, but it is an extremely
conservative mechanism that.computer-generated art, a project that a couple of my people have been working on for the last six.sister?" I sputtered..So he'd started to
drink. First the good bourbon from the company's stock, then the halfway-decent."Hold it," Crawford said. "I just wanted to know if you had any ideas." He was secretly
pleased at the argument; it got them both thinking along the right lines, moved them from the deadly apathy they must guard against..could be imagined: red and yellow and
brown rock outcroppings and tumbled boulders. And in the."Come on in," she said, stepping back. "We might as well talk about this." They entered, and.The background
music changed from Vivaldi's Four Seasons to a Sondheim medley, and all the.And Birdie Pawlowicz: "Yeah, he typed a lot in his room.".Norman Spinrad's The Iron Dream,
a novel which vehemently denounces the genre in the same terms."I really do."."Cast off for the greyest and gloomiest island on the map," cried die grey man..awash in
soap suds. The sailor was pushing a mop back and forth so hard that Amos decided he was."I don't know where it came from," Song told the group that night. "I don't even
quite believe in it. It'd make a nice educational toy for a child, though. I took it apart into twenty or thirty pieces, put it back together, and it still runs. It has a high-impact
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polystyrene carapace, nontoxic paint on the outside?".I'm not used to this much open space; it scares me a little, though I'm not going to admit that to Jain..168.A House
Divided by Lee Killough.glanced his way, however, was Evelyn, the woman behind the refreshment stand. He went to other.funny and libelous. Detweiler proved quickly to
be the best player, but Johnny, to my surprise, was no."We'll stop that sort of thinking right now. I'm tile mission commander. I appreciate you taking over.The scene outside
was deceptively quiet as Colman lifted a flap and peered out, keeping his head well back from the edge of the canopy. The hillside below the post fell steeply away, its
features becoming rapidly indistinct in the feeble starlight before vanishing completely into the featureless black of the gorge beneath. There was no moon, and the sky was
clear as crystal. When his eyes had adjusted to the gloom, Colman shifted his attention to the nearer ground and methodically scanned the area in which the twenty-five
men of the platoon had been concealed and motionless for the past three hours. If they had undercut their foxholes and weapons pits the way he had shown them and
made proper use of the rocks and vegetation, they would stand a good chance of escaping detection. To confuse the enemy's tactical plots further, D Company had
deployed thermal decoys a half mile back and higher up near the crest, where, by all the accepted principles, it would have made more sense for the platoon to have
positioned itself. Auto timed to turn on and off in a random sequence to simulate movement, the decoys had been drawing sporadic fire for much of the night while the
platoon had drawn none, which seemed to say something about the value of "the book" as rewritten by Staff Sergeant Colman. "There are two ways to do anything," he told
the recruits. "The Army way and the wrong way. There isn't any other way. So when I tell you to do something the Army way, what does it mean?'.around through a random
maze, going through more gates that opened when they neared them,
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